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From Re:Tech

Over the last couple of years, I have had the opportunity to work with over 500 startups that
are developing the next generation of disruptive solutions for the retail industry.
Today, Re:Tech offers retailers like ASOS, Ebay and Farfetch access to the most innovative
technologies based in Israel. My key learning from our work is the importance of bridging
cultural differences to create successful collaborations.
When it comes to doing business in Israel, the country’s risk-taking culture is often referred
to as ‘Israeli Chutzpa’. We will dive into the source of this phrase later on in the report, but in
short- ‘Chutzpah’ described the risk-taking, “go-getter” attitude that is prevalent among Israeli
entrepreneurs. While it serves as a catalyst for the success of many startups, it is also a major
hurdle.

Israeli Startups

Retailers

•

Move fast, “go-getter” attitude

•

Move slow & steady

•

Fond of debate and passionate discussion

•

Fond of effective, formal communication

•

Take risks

•

Analyze risks- then manage them

•

Challenge the status quo

•

Maintain the status quo

•

Develop solutions for emerging
markets

•

Seek next-gen solutions to thrive in
emerging markets

These are major differences. However, I believe that with the right approach and experience,
bridging the gap is possible. Here are my 3P’s on how to work with startups effectively:

People
Have a designated team
in your organization that
understands startup
culture. Most importantly,
ensure implementing new
tech into your company is
part of their KPI’s.

Process

Partners

Make sure your company
has a set process to
working with startups,
that involves key decision
makers from relevant
departments.

Work with partners that will
help you identify the right
startups, especially if you
are looking for startups
outside your current
ecosystem. This will help
you find the best solutions,
save time and save money.

As we continue to work with some of the world’s leading retail tech startups, we look forward
to tackling these challenges and serve as the innovation arm of both online and offline retailers
worldwide.
Alla Foht
Partner and Chief Strategy Officer
at Re:Tech
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From Viola

Retail is changing. As technology takes over all parts of our world, retail and commerce are
not left untouched, and modern consumers are demanding tech-based innovation from their
retailers.
Does that mean retail is dead? Absolutely not.
In fact, the world of physical commerce is alive and kicking. E-commerce, with all its buzz,
made up only 10% of all US retail sales in 2018. This means that 90% are still happening the
old-fashioned way.
But is it the old fashioned way? Last summer I spent a few weeks in NYC, and as you browse
the streets, the change of retail is apparent all over the city. On one hand, many retail spaces
are empty, and some stores are clearly having a hard time attracting consumers. On the other
hand, there are many stores that are packed, and in some cases, you can see a long line of
consumers waiting outside an up-and-coming retailer.
So, what is the secret recipe for the winners?
The leading retailers of the future will be those that understand technology and leverage it to
drive superior customer experience, based on three main pillars: personalization, automation
and quality/design:

Personalization

Consumers want to feel unique. In the complex world of scale, with the
increased privacy, there is a fine and difficult line between a personalized
experience created without a privacy breach. With wide experience with
data and security, Israeli startups are especially relevant in this world.

Quality/Design

Products today need to be fresh. This means that the supply chain on
all fronts needs to be efficient, for both non-perishable items (fashion)
and perishable items (groceries). Data drives a big part in supply chain
optimization, and Israeli startups can drive excellent AI-based solutions
in this market. This can be relevant at the sourcing (Ag-tech offerings), in
the delivery (logistics) and the presentation (unique design software).

Automation

The buying experience is as critical as the product itself. That includes
fast delivery, self-checkout, constant availability, simple returns. Amazon
has defined the gold standard, and other retailers want to follow them
in offering similar experiences. Tech is critical here, mostly by leveraging
data and software for easier operations.

Retail is a complex value chain.
The key pillars presented are a way to simplify this complex market and focus on what’s
critical for innovation. I truly believe that the startups in this report will revolutionize the world
of retail and make our future shopping experience much more convenient, enjoyable and
relevant.
Daniel Cohen
General partner
at Viola Ventures
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Chapter 1:
Startup
Nation: An
Innovation
Story
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Israel, a tiny country with a population of around 8.5M, is known worldwide as one of the top
innovation hubs in the world. Many refer to Israel as “Startup Nation”, a term coined in the popular
book by Dan Senor and Saul Singer, that has since become a frequent nickname when talking
about Israel’s extraordinary high-tech successes.
Despite its relatively young economy, Israel owns the second place in the density of tech startups
per capita in the world - 1 startup for every 1,400 people. Just for comparison, France has
only 0.112 startups for every 1,400 people and Germany has only 0.056 startups for every 1,400
people.
Israel also has the 5th highest number of patents per head in the globe, after Japan, Sweden,
Switzerland and South Korea.

1A

Key factors
that led
Israel
to becoming
"Startup
Nation"

1. Country Without Resources
When Israel was founded in 1948, it had almost no natural resources.
With a serious lack of fresh water and more than 60% of its land
consisting of desert, the young country was faced with existential
challenges that had to be solved for the country to survive.

2. The Army as an Incubator
In Israel, a large proportion of the population is drafted into
mandatory military service. In many ways, the IDF serves as the
starting point of some of Israel’s most successful startups; a place
where young draftees get access to high-level technological tools
and gain experience.

3. Government Support
Starting in the late 1980s, the Israeli government implemented
various policies to help the private sector thrive, encourage
companies to take risks and experiment with new ideas. This shift
has played a critical role in kick-starting innovative industries in
Israel- In the 1990s, venture capital investments jumped from $58
million to $3.3 billion.

4. Chutzpah Culture
Chutzpah - the quality of audacity and boldness – has made Israelis
known, for both their ability (and desire) to challenge the status quo
and for their motivation to think of better and different ways of doing
things. Since the culture of “chutzpah” creates a risk-taking and
can-do attitude, Israelis don’t fear a challenge when they see it.
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In Israel, a land lacking in natural
resources, we learned to appreciate our
greatest national advantage: our minds.
Through creativity and innovation, we
transformed barren deserts into flourising
fields and pioneered new frontiers in
science and technology.

Shimon Peres,
9th President of Israel
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1B

Startups you didn’t
know came from Israel
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1C

Multinationals R&D
centers in Israel
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Chapter 2:
The Rise of
Israeli Retail
Tech
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Israeli
Startups
are
Powering
Retail
Tech
Worldwide

The retail industry worldwide is going through a
massive transformation. Over 5,468 store closings
took place in the US alone during 2018.
While 90% of the revenue is still coming from brick &
mortar stores, it is clear that digital channels are key
in the buying journey. However, retailers are struggling
to adapt to change.
A major part of the transformation of the retail
industry is connected to Amazon, which has built
a seemingly unconquerable global retail empire by
using technology that gives it insights into shoppers’
desires and needs. Simultaneously, retailers lack the
financial resources to go head-to-head with Amazon
on technological innovation and don’t always have the
option to develop it in-house.
That’s where Israeli startups come into the picture.
Israeli startups and tech companies are working on
the next generation of solutions for the retail industry,
and retailers looking to overcome the difficulties, are
beginning to find and implement the best solutions
coming from Israel.
Israel has now 500+ startups specializing in retail
tech. Multinationals such as Nike, Alibaba and
Flipkart are showing growing interest in the retail tech
ecosystem in Israel. The strength of Israeli technology
is demonstrated by the fact that in addition to Amazon,
Alibaba and eBay have established R&D centers in
Israel, showing interest in both Israeli technology and
human capital.
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2A

Israeli Exits
in Retail Tech in 2018
was acquired by

$150M

was acquired by

$80M

was acquired by

$50M

was acquired by

undisclosed
amount

was acquired by

undisclosed
amount

was acquired by

undisclosed
amount

was acquired by

undisclosed
amount
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2B

Investments
in Retail Tech in Israel
The Israeli retail technology scene is on the rise. According to Startup
Nation Central, a nonprofit that surveys and promotes Israel’s hightech industry, $6 billion were invested in Israel-based high-tech
startups in 2018 - 3 times more than investments in 2013.

2013
INVESTMENT
IN ISRAEL-BASED
HI TECH
START UPS

3x

$1,9

2018
$6

billion

billion

In 2018, thirty-two Israelis retail tech startups raised a total of
$428M - indicating a growth of 20% since 2017 and 10% of the
total investments in retail tech worldwide.

in 2018

RETAIL TECH
START UPS

RAISED

AVERAGE
INVESTMENT

32

$428

14.7

million

million

The growing Israeli startup ecosystem is being driven by investments
from Alibaba, Apple, Facebook and Walmart, among others.
Simultaneously, the Israeli government is also offering tax breaks
and incentives- which is not surprising considering that the per
capita investment for Israel is over twice as much as the US, and 30
times more than all the members of the European Union combined.
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VC Investment in 2018
COMPANY

AMOUNT
RAISED

FUNDING
STAGE

INVESTORS

Trax

$125.00M

E Round

Boyu Capital, DC Thomson

Freightos

$44.00M

C Round

General Electric / Singapore Exchange / Aleph
/ ICV

Dynamic Yield

$37.00M

D Round

Viola Growth / Union Tech Ventures / Naver
Corporation

YOOBIC

$25.00M

B Round

Insight Venture Partners / Felix Capital

Twine

$22.00M

C Round

Maverick Ventures Israel, New Era Capital
Partners

CommonSense Robotics

$20.00M

A Round

Aleph / Innovation Endeavors / Playground
Global

Global-e

$20.00M

D Round

Apax Partners / Red Dot Capital Partners / DHL

CyberInt

$18.00M

B Round

Viola Growth

Keypod

$17.00M

Undisclosed

Telekom

Namogoo

$15.00M

B Round

Blumberg Capital / Hanaco Venture Capital /
Inimiti Capital /

Anagog

$12.50M

B Round

MizMaa Ventures / Daimler AG / Porsche Digital
GmbH / Skoda

Bringg

$12.00M

B Round

Aaron Rosenson / Eyal Ofer / Shmuel Harlap /
Salesforce / Aleph

Quickwy

$11.00M

Seed

Contguard

$9.50M

B Round

Canaan Partners Israel / Citi Ventures / AXA
ventures

Trigo

$7.00M

Seed

Hetz Ventures / Vertex Ventures Israel

BrandTotal

$6.00M

A Round

Flint Capital / Glilot Capital Partners / NHN
Investment / Clark

ciValue

$4.00M

A Round

Nielsen Innovate Israeli Incubator / Emery
Capital / Sonae(Portugal)

Kindite

$4.00M

Seed

Elron Electronic Industries / RDC / CE Ventures

Placer.ai

$4.00M

Seed

IrishAngels Ventures / Array Venture / Stage
Venture Partners

Quantum RGB

$4.00M

Seed

Moonbow

mmuze

$2.50M

Grant

JVP

MyStore-E

$2.20M

Seed

Signet Jewellers Productions

Wasteless

$2.00M

Seed

Slingshot Ventures

IntraPosition

$1.50M

Seed

Terra Ventures Partners

bllush

$1.20M

Seed

Leta Capital (Russia)

Byond

$0.75M

Pre-seed

Firstime Venture Capital

Mixed Place

$0.75M

Seed

PPI Worldwide

Package.AI

$0.50M

Seed

Nielsen Innovate

Weezmo

$0.20M

Seed

Udi Shamay

Super smart

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Bizerba

BringBring

Undisclosed

Seed

Superfarm

Dov-E

Undisclosed

B Round

TOTAL 2018

$428.60M
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VC Investment in 2017
COMPANY

AMOUNT
RAISED

FUNDING
STAGE

INVESTORS

Trax

$64.00M

D Round

Warburg Pincus

Yotpo

$51.00M

D Round

ClalTech / Vertex Ventures Israel / Bessemer Venture Partners /
Vintage Investment Partners / Blumberg Capital Israel / Radium

Riskified

$33.00M

C Round

Pitango Venture Capital / Qumra Capital / Genesis Partners /
Groupe Arnault / Capital One Growth Ventures / C4 Ventures /
Phoenix Insurance Company

Deep Instinct

$32.00M

B Round

Nvidia / Coatue Management / Columbus Nova Technology
Partners

Freightos

$25.00M

B Round

Sadara Ventures / MSR Capital / Annox Capital / ICV / General
Electric / OurCrowd / Aleph

FeedVisor

$20.00M

B Round

General Catalyst

Inception VR

$15.00M

A Round

RTL Group

Anodot

$15.00M

B Round

Aleph / Disrupt-ive / Redline Capital Management

Twiggle

$15.00M

B Round

Korea Investment Partners / MizMaa Ventures

Bringg

$10.00M

B Round

Pereg Ventures / The Coca Cola Company / O.G Tech Ventures /
Aleph

Curve

$10.00M

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Dynamic Yield

$9.00M

C Round

Deutsche Telekom Capital Partners / La Maison

Namogoo

$8.00M

A Round

Blumberg Capital / GreatPoint Ventures / Inimiti Capital

Stye

$7.80M

A Round

Magma Venture Partners / NHN ventures / Naver corporation /
Line corporations / Remagine VC / KDC Ventures / NBM Ventures

Profitect

$7.40M

C Round

Undisclosed

CS Robotics

$6.00M

Seed

Aleph / Innovation Endeavors

YOOBIC

$5.30M

A Round

Felix Capital

Wizer

$4.00M

A Round

State of Mind Ventures

Axonius

$4.00M

Seed

YL Ventures / Vertex Ventures / Emerge Capital

Cymulate

$3.00M

A Round

Susquehanna Growth Equity

FlyTrex

$3.00M

A Round

Joey Low (Angel) / Daniel Gutenberg (Angel) / Armada
Investments

Wishi

$2.40M

Seed

Chetrit Ventures

BrandTotal

$2.00M

Seed

Dick Clark Production / KDC Media Found / Glilot Capital
Partners

Invertex

$2.00M

Seed

Angel Investor / Permoda / OurCrowd

GiftWizard

$1.00M

Seed

Peregrine Ventures / Angel Investors

Intraposition

$0.70M

Seed

Terra Ventures Partners

Botique.AI

$0.50M

Seed

Right Side Ventures & Heartland Ventures / Newark Ventures
Partners / Heartland Ventures

Shoodo

$0.50M

Seed

VLX Ventures

Wasteless

$0.40M

Seed

Food Angels / Food-X / SOSV / Angel Investors

Konnecto

$0.30M

Seed

Crimson Seed Capital , Robledo Aloisio, Joe Caruso

Splitit

Undisclosed

A Round

Prytek

Quartix

Undisclosed

Pre-seed

Spinach Angels

Donde

Undisclosed

Seed

GWC Innovator Fund

Dov-E

Undisclosed

Seed

Market Beyond

Undisclosed

Seed

500 Startups

Oriient

Undisclosed

Seed

Techstars Metro Retail

TextLab

Undisclosed

Seed

Nielsen Innovate

Placer.ai

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Stage Venture Partners / Ilana Golan / Golan Ventures Golan
Ventures / Edith Yeung

TOTAL 2017

$357.30M
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2C

2019 trends and
the most innovative
solutions coming
from Israel

Keeping up with trends can be hard. When it comes to retail tech, news about the latest
“game changing technology” pop up on a regular basis.
With retailers embracing new technologies to stay relevant, and startups striving to disrupt
the market, following the latest retail tech trends in particular, can be challenging.
Here is an overview of the top retail tech trends for 2019, with a special focus on the Israeli
startups that are leading the way for the global retail industry.

CONVERSATIONAL
COMMERCE

CYBER
PROTECTION

SUPPLY CHAIN

INTERNET OF
THINGS

SMART STORIES
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Retail Tech
Trend #1
Conversational
Commerce
When people shop online, having a personalized shopping
experience is a must.
Today, websites that don’t offer a way for customers
to engage with an assistant online, are missing a huge
opportunity. 2 years ago, that wasn’t an easy feature for
retailers to include.
More than integrating a chat solution, the big investment of
hiring and training agents to operate the chat was usually
too big of an investment. However, with the help of AI
powered chatbots, the future is clear: by 2020 at least 60%
of organizations will use AI to support digital commerce.
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Twiggle enhances the e-commerce experience through AI-powered search and discovery solutions that integrate with
any search engine. Founded by two ex-Googlers, Twiggle uses natural language processing (NLP), machine learning
and ontological modelling to better connect shoppers to the products they’re looking to buy. Built on both a humanlike understanding of linguistic structure and a deep retail awareness, Twiggle allows retailers to bring the best of the
in-store experience online.
FOUNDERS
Adi Avidor
Amir Konigsberg

AMOUNT RAISED
$35M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Walmart, Hayneedle,
Myntra, Shopstyle, Spring,
Letgo and George

mmuze powers the brain that makes text & voice conversational channels like chatbots, smart speakers and website/
app search smart to understand customers’ intent, match it with the products in the catalog, and facilitate an
intelligent and adaptive dialog to guide them to a purchase. mmuze developed advanced machine learning and
natural language understanding technologies that provide the experience of a knowledgeable salesperson, powered
by artificial intelligence.
FOUNDERS
Ran Zfoni, Dorit Deddi
Efrat Blaier

AMOUNT RAISED
$4M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
ASOS
US Polo Assn

Proonto is a SaaS-powered solution that connects companies with a curated marketplace of customer interaction
experts. With Proonto, companies can plan and execute their live support and pre-sale interaction strategies, design
customer touch points across their buying journey, and flexibly manage sales and service teams composed of
Proonto's vetted associates.
FOUNDERS
Tamir Eden
Yoel Feldman

AMOUNT RAISED
$1.6M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Theradome, Arkia, Misthub,
Natori, The ridge, Torgeon
SkinLight.com

mode.ai builds AI-powered B2B2C visual virtual stylist bots for retailers and publishers, designed to drive customer
engagement and sales.
FOUNDERS
Dr. Eitan Sharon

AMOUNT RAISED
Undisclosed
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ProFlowers
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Retail Tech
Trend #2
Cyber
Protection
One in eight retailers faced a cyber-attack over the last year.
However, less than half of retail businesses have a cyberstrategy in place (46%) which is below the global average of
52% for all businesses.
At a time where retailers are storing not only critical transactional
data, but business-related data relevant for operations, business
management and logistics, cyber protection is more crucial than
ever.
The technologies you’ll see below assist retailers around the
world in their attempt to build stronger defense systems; By
implementing these solutions, retailers can mitigate intrusions
before they become a breach- and avoid major reputational
damage among their customers.
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Recently recognized as one of the 20 most promising enterprise security providers for 2018 by CIOReview, CyberInt
provides managed detection and response services to digital businesses in retail, gaming and financial industries.
Leveraging ArgosTM Digital risk protection platform, a global cyber analyst team, managed SOC, threat hunting,
deep investigations, real-time incident response and cyber readiness assessments, CyberInt provides holistic endto-end protection to digital enterprises.
FOUNDERS
Itay Yanovski
Raz Alon

AMOUNT RAISED
$28M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
ASOS, NTUC Fairprice,
J.Crew, New Look,
Photobox, Bestway

Namogoo is pioneering the market of customer hijacking prevention. Namogoo’s disruptive technology identifies
and blocks unauthorized ads injected into consumer web sessions that divert customers to competitor offerings,
hurting conversion rates and damaging brand equity. By eliminating these invasive promotions, companies who use
Namogoo preserve a distraction-free online customer experience and consistently increase conversions by 2-5%.
FOUNDERS
Chemi Katz
Ohad Greenshpan

AMOUNT RAISED
$29M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Argos, TUMI, ASICS,
Samsonite, Dollar Shave
Club

Alcide is a cloud-native network security leader empowering DevSecOps with code-to-production continuous
security, to discover, manage and enforce security policies through microservices firewall, for workloads running in
Kubernetes.
FOUNDERS
Ranny Nachmias
Gadi Naor

AMOUNT RAISED
$12.2M

STAGE
General
availability

CLIENTS
Sisense, Auguri

ForceNock developed a fully autonomous web application security solution that replaces existing WAF, API, and
bot mitigation solutions. The system frees security teams from managing endless configurations and rules while
maintaining a high level of security.
FOUNDERS
Dotan Bar Noy
Pavel Borovsky
Vitaly Neyman

AMOUNT RAISED
Seed undisclosed
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Retail Tech
Trend #3
IOT
One of the major game changers for retail this year is the Internet
of things (IoT), which creates a network between internetconnected physical devices. According recent research, IoT in
the retail industry is predicted to reach over $30 billion by 2024.
The rise of IoT offers multiple benefits for retailers: it can reduce
inventory error, optimize supply chain management and even
decrease labor costs.
It’s no surprise 3 of 10 retailers are currently piloting IoT, and
56% are planning to implement such projects within the next
five years.
From beacons (small bluetooth devices that send alerts to
smartphones based on location proximity), smart shelves, digital
signage to sensors, IoT assists traditional brick-and-mortar
stores in the competition against online shopping, by refining
customer experience and reducing unnecessary expenses.
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Seebo is a pioneer in process-based Industrial AI, offering solutions to predict and prevent disruptions in
manufacturing due to quality and downtime issues. Seebo’s Industrial IoT Platform delivers solutions for predictive
quality, predictive maintenance, and condition monitoring.
FOUNDERS
Lior Akavia
Liran Akavia

A

WEAR

AMOUNT RAISED
$22M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Nestle, Oseco
P&G, Grundfos Stanley,
Black & Decker

Awear Solutions has created a win-win situation where consumers are being rewarded for wearing a brand
they love while the brand is collecting valuable insights on post-sale product behavior that will leverage repeat
sales. Harnessing the power of IoT and big data analytics brands can communicate, engage and reward their
consumers in real-time.
FOUNDERS
Liron Slonimsky

AMOUNT RAISED
Undisclosed

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Undisclosed

Clothes with Superpower. KeyPod adds interactivity to apparel or accessory to enable the mobile-first generation
to focus on life experiences. With smart clothing, people can activate their sports app, change playlists, order a taxi
and do so much more, without touching or looking at their smartphones. KeyPod has developed the 1st scalable
solution for brands. The revolutionized unit is light and washable with years of life battery
FOUNDERS
Roman Alperovich
Sharon Greenberg
Einat Israeli

AMOUNT RAISED
$77K

STAGE
Beta

CLIENTS
LOIs.

TRACXPOiNT is a leading global provider of next-generation self-checkout grocery solutions. The company is
changing the grocery shopping experience by integrating ground-breaking AI and sensor fusion technology inside a
smart AIoT shopping cart. Its unique Artificial Intelligence Cart (AiC®) and visual detection platform offers convenient
personalized online shopping experiences including on cart digital payment to grocery shoppers like never before.
FOUNDERS
Gidon Moshkovitz
Edi Bahous
Prof. Moshe Meidar

AMOUNT RAISED
$7M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Shufersal

Water.io develops IoT smart packaging solutions for packaged consumer goods (such as food, beverages, home,
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics). The company’s Internet of Packaging smart caps platfrom use disposable sensors
within packages, or in an external package, to capture data such as product volume and use. Data is transferred to
the Water.IO cloud, and is accessible to brands and reatilers for direct engagement with consumers D2C and more,
while consumers benefit from personal reminders to use the product on time, and auto replenish service.
FOUNDERS
Kobi Bentkowski
Nimrod Kaplan
Yoav Hoshen

AMOUNT RAISED
Undisclosed
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Retail Tech
Trend #4
Supply Chain
Innovation
With increasing challenges surrounding how customers
purchase, collect or return their items, there is some serious
pressure on retailers when it comes to delivering products.
Today, with consumers’ expectations for multiple delivery
options, an efficient supply chain remains an essential focus for
retailers for 2019. According to a recent survey conducted by
Pwc, 51% of retailers plan to offer buy-online-pick-up-in-store
(Bopis), with numbers that are expected to rise even more.
When we talk about the future of supply chain, there is one
magic word: automation retailers will be in disadvantage if they
don’t have automation systems helping their employees on the
ground.
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THE DELIVERY
LOGISTICS PLATFORM

Bringg is the leading delivery logistics solution, providing enterprises with the most efficient way to manage their
complex delivery operations. Some of the world's best-known brands in more than 50 countries are already gaining
clear strategic value from our powerful SaaS platform which offers the real-time capabilities they need in order to
achieve logistical excellence across their delivery ecosystem.
FOUNDERS
Lior Sion
Raanan Cohen

AMOUNT RAISED
$30M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Walmart, Coca-Cola, Panera
Bread, Autozone Cdiscount,
Boulanger, Sixt, Co-op

Common Sense Robotics has a clear mission: to enable grocery retailers to profitably fulfill and deliver online orders
within one hour. To make this a reality, the company builds networks of automated micro-fulfillment centers in
dense urban areas that combine the speed of local delivery with the efficiencies and scale of robotic fulfillment.
The company uses proprietary robotic and AI technology along with a pay-as-you-go service proposition, ensuring
customers get their fresh groceries faster and smoother.
FOUNDERS
Elram Goren, Eyal Goren,
Ori Avraham, Shay Cohen

AMOUNT RAISED
$26M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Rami Levy, Superpharm

Freightos is the internet marketplace for the trillion dollar international freight industry. 90% of the products we buy in
stores are imported, but global shipping and air cargo were offline until Freightos automated the pricing and created
an Expedia-style price comparison site. Freightos also provides SaaS to 1,200+ freight forwarders and carriers bring
freight online and making global trade smoother
FOUNDERS
Zvi Schreiber

AMOUNT RAISED
$94.4M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Panalpina, Hellmann,
Worldwide Logistics, CMA
CGM, partnerships with
Lufthansa.

Shiperd is closing a huge digital gap in the shipping industry by offering a cloud-based Shipping Management Tool
for importers and exporters that reduces shipping costs, boosts productivity, and provides visibility and control over
the entire shipment life-cycle.
FOUNDERS
Shahar Vigder,
Tzachi Rat

AMOUNT RAISED
Undisclosed

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
HSNF, Schwartz Home,
Collection, Healthy.io, Murray
Uniforms, Waterlogic,
Betihuty, Beat Concepts

Flytrex develops drone delivery systems that simplify deliveries & enhance efficiency by shortening delivery times &
lowering overall costs. Flytrex is one of only 2 companies approved to preform backyard deliveries in the US by the
FAA (the other company is Google)
FOUNDERS
Amit Regev
Yariv Bash

AMOUNT RAISED
$3M
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STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Undisclosed
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Retail Tech
Trend #5
Smart Stores
As retailers today are constantly seeking new ways to deepen
their relationship with the customer, it is clear that the future of
physical retail lies in smart stores.
Smart stores - the combination of emerging technologies in brick
and mortar stores - are meant to create curated and memorable
experiences for shoppers encourage customers to stay. The
longer, the better.
Bringing offline and online experiences together in as seamless
way as possible has become a key focus in the retail industry;
facial recognition technology, interactive mirrors, smart shelves,
robotics and seamless checkout are just a few of the emerging
technologies in this field.
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Mystore-E is bringing intelligence to physical stores. The platform provides a real-time task-based communication
tool between HQ and stores to deliver accurate insights and predictions regarding in-store product performance
to update and improve items location in real-time and to create a knowledgeable, spot-on sales associates. With
Mystore-E retailers can make sure the store matches to customers wants and needs.
FOUNDERS
Asaf Shapira
Roy Dror

AMOUNT RAISED
$2.2M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Undisclosed

Whether it’s a mall, megastore or a fashion boutique, consumers expect convenient, accessible and friendly
experiences. Oriient provides an indoor GPS service, leveraging Earth's magnetic field to provide hyper-accurate
(1m/3ft) indoor-positioning- as-a-service. With Oriient’s platform, retailers can leverage location awareness to offer
convenience and personalized content to their customers - enhancing the customer experience and increasing
loyalty, satisfaction and revenue.
FOUNDERS
Amiram Frish
Mickey Balter

AMOUNT RAISED
$4M

STAGE
Pilot
Deployments

CLIENTS
Undisclosed

WiseShelf offers a platform that provides real-time insights into retail shelves, enabling traditional stores to participate
in the internet of things (IoT). The company has developed a multi-sensor appliance that detects the number
of products on each shelf and then sends real-time alerts to the retailer’s or supplier’s. WiseShelf's solution is
based on patented algorithm that convert light levels into inventory levels. The WiseShelf solution empower store
employees, reduce out of stock issue and optimize e-commerce picking.
FOUNDERS
Shalom Nakdimon
Yaer Master

AMOUNT RAISED
$1.5M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Undisclosed

Kannita’s powerful tools support Brick and mortar retailers with machine learning & internet of things (IoT) capabilities,
helping retailers eliminate Out-of-stock events, improve their business results with in-store operations predictive
analysis and maximize store ROI.
FOUNDERS
Aviv Levin
Efrat Barit

AMOUNT RAISED
$1M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Undisclosed

ShelfX - Unattended Retail - Used load cells technology to know live inventory and to allow “at the shelf” commerce.
People scan their credit card or phone and take products. If inside a fridge, door will unlock when card is scanned.
FOUNDERS
Joe Shields
Karl Niemann
Omer Nesher
Ran Margalit

AMOUNT RAISED
$2.3M
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STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Tnuva, Sodexo, Compass,
Sodebo
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Retail Tech
Trend #6
Computer
Vision
According to Gartner, by 2021, early adopter brands that
redesign their websites to support visual and voice search will
increase digital commerce revenue by 30%.Earlier this month,
a reporter from the financial times determined Israel is leading
the way for computer vision, answering the burning needs of
companies worldwide.
Computer Vision – the ability of computers to automatically
figure out what their cameras are seeing and what to do next
- is being used in brick and mortar retail stores to perfect shelf
merchandising, enhance operational efficiency and generate a
frictionless experience for shoppers.
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Donde’s SaaS platform provides visual intuitive search and recommendation based on the product visual features
- rather than words. By leveraging AI, Computer Vision, and NLP technologies Donde is helping E-commerce sites
to mimic the way their customers think about products. By integrating Donde’s technology, retailers are able to
react faster to trends, reduce operational overhead, shorten the purchase time and improve the user experience.
FOUNDERS
Liat Zakay

AMOUNT RAISED
Undisclosed

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Forever 21, Revolve

Trigo Vision is a leading retail automation solutions provider. Our Machine Learning and AI based solution allows
retailers to increase operational efficiency, improve customer satisfaction and gain invaluable insights about
shoppers behavior. Trigo Vision’s product is easy to deploy and highly scalable. It is focused on off the shelf ceiling
cameras and highly sophisticated software rather than on heavy sensor infrastructure.
FOUNDERS
Daniel Gabay
Michael Gabay

AMOUNT RAISED
$7M

STAGE
Development

CLIENTS
Shufersal

Syte is a visual AI technology provider that improves retailer's site navigation, product discovery and user experience
by powering solutions. With Syte, retailers can leverage shoppers’ inspiration and existing product interest to ensure
they present the right products at the right time. Partnerships with technology innovators such as Microsoft, SAP
Hybris, Naver and Line Corp have establish Syte as a leader in the market. Powering the visual search within
Samsung and other leading phone manufacturers allows Syte to increase the reach of their retail clients.
FOUNDERS
Dr. Helge Voss,
Idan Pinto, Lihi Pinto
Fryman, Ofer Fryman

AMOUNT RAISED
$10M

STAGE
Commercial

CLIENTS
Farfetch, Nike, Marks &
Spencer, Kohl's, Shopstyle,
boohoo

Retube helps brands to generate better video content. Retube offers an authoring tool to create multi-layered video
with Adaptive Content and Conversion Optimisation mechanism based on AI. Using Retube's technology, brands
transform passive video content into a compelling, interactive, and engaging experience that converts into sales,
leads, and data insights to reveal the real interests of their consumers.
FOUNDERS
Shai Schwartz
Yonatan Kory

AMOUNT RAISED
$700K
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Commercial

CLIENTS
Mercedes Benz, Turner
Media, FIAT
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About

Re:Tech
Re:Tech is a retail tech innovation
platform that powers retailers with
cutting edge technology, emerging
from Israel’s most disruptive
startups.
Selected by Retail Week first among
the world’s best retail tech hubs,
Re:Tech works with customers
such as ASOS, eBay, Farfetch and
others to accelerate open corporate
innovation by creating a custommade program designed for their
specific needs.
Our in-depth understanding of
corporate culture, access to more
than 8500 Israeli startups, and rich
experience with innovation enables
us to integrate proven strategies
and create driven results.

"With Re:Tech’s help, we are able
to work with some of the most
advanced retail and e-commerce
technology start-ups in Israel. This
helps us to solve challenges and

We understand corporate culture,
we breathe Israeli innovation,
and we are obsessed with retail
Technology.

foster long-term partnerships."
Cliff Cohen
CIO at ASOS.com
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About

Viola
Ventures:
Viola Ventures is a venture capital firm, empowering
early stage start-ups to become global leaders.
Founded in 2000, Viola Ventures manages over $1B
across five funds, with significant number of investors
from the US, Asia, Europe and Israel. It is managed
by six investing partners, solely dedicated to earlystage tech investments, and has backed a substantial
share of Israel’s leading tech companies including
ironSource, Payoneer, Redis Labs, Outbrain,
Lightricks, Puls, Personetics and more. Viola Ventures
invests in diverse areas such as Vertical AI services,
FinTech and insurTech, AgriTech, Mobility, Robotics,
Enterprise Software, Blockchain infrastructure, D2C,
Marketing Analytics and more.
Viola Ventures is part of Viola - Israel’s leading
technology-oriented investment group with over $3B
assets under managemen - The group is comprised
of focused separate investment arms, including:
Viola Ventures ,Viola Growth, Viola Credit and Viola
FinTech. Founded in 2000, Viola’s team includes
over 30 investment professionals and 40 support staff
and has invested in over 200 technology companies.
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